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“Fiorano SOA platform is a future-proof solution which provides the value of time saved, reduced effort and 
flexibility for the customer.” 
 

Solution Consultant 
Beijing Shubei Software Technology 

 
 

ZUNYI DISTRICT DRIVES THROUGH EFFICIENCY GAIN WITH 
FIORANO 

 
 BUSINESS PROBLEM 
 
Zunyi is a small city in the mountain area of Guizhou province in the southwest of China mainland. Zunyi 
is famous in the Chinese revolutionary history due to the”Zunyi Meeting” held in 1935 by the Red Army on 
the famous Long March, in which Chairman Mao’s leadership position in the Red Army was recognized.  
 
Although the city’s economy is falling far behind those cities in the coastal areas of China, Zunyi’s 
government decided to start its e-government initiative for the goal of more opening government to attract 
more investments into the poor region. The problem for the city government’s website was that some 
information data for publishing on the website didn’t get updated quickly and had to be done manually by 
copying data between the internal database and the external database serving the internet publics across 
a firewall. Copying data manually between databases caused the delay of information got published and 
data errors introduced by human operations. 
 
SOLUTION 
 
The proposed solution is to exchange data between the two databases across the firewall and have the 
public needed information got published on the website in a real-time and automatic manner. 
 
WHY FIORANO 
 
The value of the solution is to have easier change management, easier to deploy new data exchange 
processes and easier to integrate more heterogeneous database systems. By adopting Fiorano 
technology, the manual data exchange processes got automated and the information in the two 
databases got synchronized which saved a lot of time and avoided human errors. Fiorano SOA platform is 
a future-proof solution which provides the value of time saved, reduced effort and flexibility for the 
customer. 
 
ABOUT FIORANO SOFTWARE 
 
Fiorano Software (www.fiorano.com) is a leading provider of enterprise class business process integration 
and messaging infrastructure technology. Fiorano's network-centric solutions set a new paradigm in ROI, 
performance, interoperability and scalability. Global leaders including Fortune 500 companies such as 
Boeing, British Telecom, Credit Agricole Titres, Lockheed Martin, NASA, POSCO, Qwest 
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Communications, Schlumberger and Vodafone among others have used Fiorano technology to deploy 
their enterprise nervous systems. 
 
To find out more about how Fiorano can help you meet your enterprise integration objectives, visit 
www.fiorano.com or e-mail sales@fiorano.com  


